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cthor war materials for use in Cuba, or the smuEZIing
of refugaos out of Cuba . Ne is not aware of and has
n°Ver heard Euby mention making any trip3 to Cuba . He
corsidcrs Paby to to a h1rhly emotional perzon and he
teals t-,it the shootir;- of Ozxald was a spur-or-tki°.-meant
acticn on the part of ruby . Fuby ca'xa rrcm e ",r--rj fine
family, and is in his opinion, a loyal American . Ruby
has cover, to his kcouledfe, been Involved 1~a anything illegal
prior to the aIteotin5. of Oswald .
The tolloving description of Alexander Philip
Gruber was obtained from observation and interview :
Sax
Race
Data of birth
Places of birth
Height
Weight
Byes
Hair
Social Security Slumber

Male
Caucasian
February 1, 1911
Chic o, Illinois
61 1 
180
Gray
Black, greying
347-09-0696
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than a fastening of chains upon
Far from being "free," money obtained In this way is little bett,r
over the money he earns, how free hm
every citizen. Ask any wen deeply In debt, or without control
thin quickest and easiest road to
feels ; and you way begin to learn how it is that "free" money paves
slavery .
a week, 45 a year, Send
Subscribe now to our patriotic newspaper LIFE LINES, published three times
request .
bill
you
at
your
LIFE
LINE,
Washington
1,
D,
LINE
will
check
to
C
.
.
or
LIFE
cash or
I'll be back In Just a moment .

(COMMERCIAL . . . . . . . . . . 43 seconds)
federal money"
Another grist problem In creating nubile awareness of the truth about so-called "freemost Americans
By this system, the employers of
Is the withholding system for collecting federal taxes .
that Is taken from
act as tax collectors for the federal government . The employee never sees the money
most of
him as taxes and finds It easy to forget that he aver earned It . The majority of Americans pay how
They are hardly aware of
their annual tax bill le She federal government In this painless way .
community
much they are losing ; therefore It Is easy for them to think of whatever benefits they or theirthey are
may receive from Washington, as coming out of someone else's pocket and thus "free" as far as
concerned .
the fair and
We do not wish to give the Impression, by these remarks or any others, that we oppose
; as long as there have
just payment of taxes by Americans . Taxes are a necessary part of civilization be
taxes
as
long as there
taxes,
and
there
will
been civilized societies and governments there have been
Taxes are the price we pay for law and order, for the
are still civilized societies and governments .
and
even proud
essential services that government everywhere must provide . Americans should be willing
But a responsible attitude toward the payment
to pay taxes for this purpose, and most Americans are .
he Is
of Lances is encouraged, not discouraged, by each taxpayer being vIvIdly aware of just how much
tax payments that
paying and for what purposes . Arrangements such as the withholding tax which so hideagainst
Informed
government
and
work
they can almost be Ignored, are a danger to free and responsible
Let It not be forgotten that wage earners pay 80
public opinion on the Issue of government spending .
per cent of all Income taxes collected In this country .
government is following
There Is a simple test which any American can use to judge whether the federal
This same test, If consistently applied,
a fiscal policy which he as a voter and taxpayer could approve .
would you,
could be one of the best weapons against the myth of "free federal money ." The test Is this : Would you
If this government money was yours, spend It in this way? Would you collect It in this way?
In this
home
and
your
future
bind yourself and your children to debt In this way? Would you risk your
way? If the answer to any of those questions Is "no," then you can be sure that the government Is playing
fast and loose with your money and your future, that any benefits you receive from this kind of expenditure will do you no more good In the long run than the money that was handed out by Carlos Ponzi .
Some persons, pessimistic and discouraged, will say that the American people will never apply this
kind of test, that they will never be able to tear themselves away from the lure of "free federal mo=; ."
According to this argument, Americans simply will rat put truth and principle ahead of Immediate material
The
gain . We can never accept this argument and we hope that no constructive anywhere will accept it .
American people have proved time and again throughout a proud history that they can and do put truth and
principle ahead of material gain, at least when the truth and principle are great and strong enough and
freedom Is at stake.
If the ever-growing dangers of uncontrolled federal spending can be made clear,
and the dishonest kind of thinking which Is used to justify it can be exposed, the American people will
refuse to take more floods of "free federal money" in exchange for the personal freedom to live and earn
and enjoy the fruits of productive work which Is our most splendid heritage from an heroic past .
Americans have often been fooled In the little things of life ; but they have never been fooled about the
biggest things . They may, like all men, too often seek something for nothing . But no charlatan or
demagogue has ever been able to convince Americans for long that nothing Is something, that freedom Is
not freedom, that slavery to an all-powerful state Is the royal road to security and happiness . On
that Independence of spirit we must rely for the final understanding and the final rejection of the
poisonous myth of "free federal money."
This is program number 121 . TWO typewritten copies for 25e, cash, check or stamps, or IOC each In
Ibrger quantities . Write LIFE LINE, Washington I, 0 . C . Our three-times-&-week patriotic newspaper,
LIFE LINES, $5 a year .
To keep freedom programs on the air, those who approve and listen to them should ask their friends
to commend sponsors who advertise with patriotic media .
In just a moment, a final thought .
(COMMERCIAL . . . . . . . . . .45 seconds)
Until we meet again, remember :
a mockery and will soon parish .

Without the freedom to earn and to own, all other freedoms become

This Is LIFE LINE, Gone Scudder from Washington .
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This 11 Lift LINE, Gone Scudder from Washington .

Personal heroism Is a vital part of the American character and the American dream . The building
of this_nation .fro.w .a SracAlass wI .dernesi . Its struyg!ss that too foe-Jon . It,.wae for union . Its
rise to greatness -- all required the leadership and achievement of heroes . Without heroes, the America
two know today would not exist . Without heroes, our America will not survive the threatening years ahead .
Tel how often have we heard it said, In scornful scoffing, to someone, usually quite young, who
plans a brave and noble act : "W:mat are you trying to do, be a hero?" The question Is asked in s way
which leaves no doubt that the questioner can think of nothing sillier than wanting to be a hero -- or
being ono .
Sneering and scoffing at heroism, downgrading It In our thought and forgetting It In our hearts,
load down an old well-trodden road of national decay . . No great nation has ever fallen so long as It
still prized its heroes . But nearly all nations, when they do fall, have forgotten what heroism Is .
We will continue our discussion after a message from our LIFE LINE sponsor .
(COMMERCIAL . . . . . . . . . . 45 seconds)
Heroism Is both an ideal and a reality .
It Is an Ideal because It Is something we took up to and
strive for, but only rarely attain,
It Is a reality because all down through history men have from
often
men
never,
suspected
of heroic qualities until some great crisis .
time to time attained it -II we do not
But the fact that men and women can be heroes does not insure that they will be .
value heroism there will be less and less of It among us, and what there Is will accomplish little In
the long run .
If we do not remember and celebrate the heroism in our heritage, we will have lost the
key to a priceless treasure-house of the spirit .
Heroism is not confined to battle and war, although some of Its brlgFtest moments have come during
the clash of arms, It Is not even confined to emergencies .
Every man rc+nes to moments In his life
when heroism Is called for . Whether has answers the call depends on his character, his values, and the
strength of hiswirt .
III any case; 'Me decrstvn to- act 1-otcatly Is a eeclslo,reacfi-men must -eke fw
himself, In the Innermost recesses of his own mind .
Heroism may be mass-admired (though all too often
It Ity,not, today) ; but it can never be mass-produced .
The hero, or the man who aspires to heroism . Is first and last an Individualist . No relies on his
own strength and not the support of any group . The highest goal of any group Is and must be a color .
less "adJustment ." The highest goal of the hero Is victory -- not over other men (except In selfdefense), but over nature, and over the weaknesses all human beings share .
Consider the man who gives up a safe, comfortable job that will assure him a decent living, convenient fringe benefits and enough to get by on in his oil age, but which leads nowhere, offers him no
chance to create or produce on a high level, does not begin to challenge his real abilities . To give up
that safe but meaningless job and strike out In some new and almost unknown field, perhaps In a new and
almost unknown part of the country, Is a genuine act of heroism -- sometimes of very great heroism.
And heroism Is shown also by that man's wife when she Supports him In his choice and assumes the risk
willingly, as he does . My friends, all life Is a risk . But only the hero dares to take the risks Of
life knowingly, making his own opportunities Instead of being shaped by the people around him and the
familiar ways of doing things .
It is no accident that our times WhICh have seen such great changes In the American way of life .
the shift In goals from victory to security, from self-reliance to grasping dependence, from pride to
need -- It Is no accident that these times have also seen the decline of the hero, for the two trends go
together and are closely connected .
A nation and a people which truly value their heroes have no use for
a paternal government which always claims to know best .
Such a nation and a people cannot be coaxed or
conned out of their fundamental liberties . But a nation and a people which find heroism funny, or worse
still see it as no better than a fraud, will far more readily surrender freedom to authority . When we
value ourselves and our freedoms less, we cannot expect our government to value them more .
Notice how carefully our young men are trained today always to give the most credit for any accomplishment of theirs to the group, to "teanaork ." Now, teamwork is very desirable and often very important . But there comes a time in any great undertaking when one man must face a dark and uncertain
future boldly, and make a personal decision to carry on the torch .
That decision has nothing whatever
to do with teamwork .
It concerts nothing but one man's soul .
Such a moment came for Admiral Rickover In the early days of the atomic submarine . Such a moment
came . `or Admiral Lewis Strauss when he was chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission and alone against the
unan-,out opposition of a board of scientists swayed by pacifist and Mistaken thinking, ordered the
building of the hydrogen bomb . 'Such a moment came for John Glenn when he rode the Mercury capsule
through the searing flare of re-entry, expecting at any moment to lose his heat shield and be burned
alive .
Men do not survive such moments with honor and victory unless they find In themselves at least a
touch of heroism. Every scorning and every scoffing which kills the roots of that heroism in our
people, rite It 4ess IIkal ; that Amwrica aw a nation wilt know itonar bed: Victory Its the years
to caw .
Subscribe wooer to our pstrietle mawspoper LIFE . LINES, three. tire. a
104 cede s0dreft to LIFE LtRES* thshfwgamw he R L., or a1FE 3111E S,Pt; ttiat.
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CIRCULATION AIIO AWARENESS OF FREtoom MATERIAL IS VITAL .
AS POSSIBLE TO OTHER READERS .

PLEASE HAKE THIS COPY AS WIDELY AVAIINIE

THIS TRANSCRIPT MAY BE REPRODUCED IN ITS ENTIRETY .
(CDMLRCIAL . . . . . . . . . . 431 $*cones)
Heroism In war, though It Is not the only kind, Is not a heroism we can ever afford to forgot .anyTo
war
honor It In no way Implies that we enjoy war and do not love peace . Americans have never wanted
possible .
and they have never started one . But when war comes, only American heroism has made victory
Today
praises .
Through most of our history we remembered that victorious heroism proudly, and sang Its
there is more often only a great and echoing silence .
elementary
and high'
common
use
In
our
Old you know that a recent survey found not one textbook In
fight"T
schools which Included the Immortal battle cry of John Paul Jones : "I have not yet begun to
fifty years ago, not one textbook on our history left it out .
Think back a moment -- those of you who are old . enough to remember -- to a dark autumn 21 years ago,
The mighty armies of freedom-hating tyranny -- ruthless,
when a war for the world hung In the balance .
against
victorious, unbeaten -- battered like crashing waves at the last lines of defense still standing Alameln
;
in Russia, at Stalingrad ; in Egypt, at
them . There were three outstanding points of encounter :
war
. But
would
have
lost
the
would
have
meant
we
Dcfeat at those points
In the Pacific, at Guadalcanal .
defeat did not coma, victories won snatched out of those terrible encounters .
the strongest
In Russia the anniversary of Stalingrad is celebrated every year, and is used as one of
popular props for a new tyrant enemy . . In England Alamein is a name to conjure ylth, the last decisive
victory Britain won and perhaps the last she will ever win .
asked to
In America, not so long ago, 35 bright young university students In a history class were
Identify Guadalcanal .
Less than one third of them had ever heard of it .
and were cut
They had never heard of a band of Marines who landed in a steaming fever-haunted jungle
through five
off the next day by the Japanese navy, yet survived and hung on and fought like fiends
They had never hoard of a colonel named Edson who held a place
terrible months until victory was theirs .
called Bloody Ridge with a single company of 200 exhausted men and beat off a final decisive attack
against odds of 10 to one -- an attack believed certain to succeed . They had never heard of a cruiser
called the San Francisco with just one man left alive on her shell-shattered bridge, and how that one
a
man, a young lieutenant named McCandless, held her on course to fire a point-blank broadside intonight
Japanese battleship, and then to struggle through to survival . They had never heard of a tropic
hope
for
the
surely
the
end
of
hideous with the scream of fourteen-inch shells that spelled what seemed
Marines who had fought for the island so long . and of the next night after when an admiral named Halsey
sent In all he had left, and the last American battleship able to fire a gun in the South Pacific turned
back the Japanese fleet singlehanded from the smoking waves round Savo Island .
They had never heard .of any of It . Three thousand years of military history tell no story more
splendid than the blazing heroism on Guadalcanal, every bit of It American, as truly America? as the log
But nobody hears of It now. United Nations Day each year gets a
cabin frontier and the open range .
hundred times the publicity .
struggle today, by toW will not find the couto a to survive the long years of our still mightier
Yet that heroism is there, in the treasure-house of felt
to look upon the heroism In our past .
mmory and the pages of history . All we have to do Is roman'- " It .
per copy lit INBOp
This is program 031, two typewritten copies for 230, cash, stamps or check, or IOC
Write Lift LINE, washlngton 1, D. C . Our throe-Limas-$-weak patriotic newspaper, tin
quantities ;
IINtl, $3 a year .
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The principles and goals of LIFE LIKE, a religious and patriotic educational program, can' U heard
on 311 radio stations daily.
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